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APEC is for strengthening coordination among economies and to find ways to tackle challenges.

GRPs: Tools to enhance cooperation and cross border trade.

Laws & Regulations: Review to reduce trade barriers.

Regulator + Policymaker = compromise + enforcement.

Technology: Principle-based advancement for all people (protect vulnerable groups).

Communication: Meaningful engagement with small and dispersed stakeholders.

YUCA World Pandemic Response:
- Quick & Responsive
- Agile Regulation
- Digital
- Environmental Sustainability

1. Steer Development and Promote Infrastructure (i.e., e-payment)
2. Develop Good Practice and Bring Policy Outcome to Practice
3. Technology Principle-based Advancement - For all people (protect vulnerable group)
4. Communication - Meaningful engagement with small and dispersed stakeholders
5. Economic Incentive + Proper Structure & Framework for better behavior change

Key Success:
- Strong Gov. commitment
- Firm determination across all agencies

Dr. Veerathai Santiprabhob

Prosperity & People Wellbeing

Create ecosystem uplift development

Transformative Framework

On Bank of Thailand Reflection

Pakorn Nilpradung

Thailand GRP: Vision 'Better Regulation for Better Life'

Opening & Welcome

Keynote Speaker

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

APEC 2022 Thailand
Covid-19 Pandemic and Related GRP Tools

- OECD Suggest Agile Government
- IRC based solution (e.g., Travel Card, Chemical/ Automotive Dialogue)
- Ensure effective Domestic Policy and Regulation
- Regulatory Analysis: Review for update ensure inclusive impact

Policy Cycle
- Reduce Barriers to Trade & Investment
- Public Consultation: Learn from all sources for inclusive solution (e.g., marginalized, vulnerable group)
- Transparency for Global Public

RAI Adaptation
- Policy with significant impact
- Policy Option? Why you need to solve? Benefit?
- Aus RIA Framework

Open Honest Assessment
- Regulatory Impact Analysis
- Risk Assessment Framework

Communication
- Regulatory Cooperation is a Priority

In Global Crisis, Need Global Responses

Regulation Based on "Evidence"

Moderator: Mohammad Alamin, Ahlbon
Manuel Gerardo Flores
Julie Nind
Renee Hancher
Jason Lange
James van Rooyen

APEC 15th Good Regulatory Practice Conference (GRP15)/24 August 2022
@ Shangri-La Hotel Chiang Mai, Thailand

CDR Build upon OECD GRP
Day to Day Response improve practice
Real-time Responses to the Covid-19 Pandemic

AGILE Regulations with Agile Government is KEY

Application + Super App
- as Government Tools & Responses to
  - Connect, communicate
  - Support Health, Welfare, Drive Domestic Economy
  - Collect Data, tracing contact
  - with Citizen

Challenge
- Building + Scaling Digital Services
- Privacy + Cyber Security
- Regulation Revisions

Application
- Government + Private Sector
- Cross Agencies Data

Document
- Electronic Signature
- 5 Days
- Shorten Approval from 10-20 days

INNOVATION
- Help solve business problem and improve regulations

APPLICATION + SUPER APP
- as Government Tools & Responses to
  - Connect, communicate
  - Support Health, Welfare, Drive Domestic Economy
  - Collect Data, tracing contact
  - with Citizen

INTEGRATE DATA ACROSS AGENCIES
- Citizen-Centric Services
- Better analytic help
- Fast Adoption of Digital Tools

PERPPU
- Government Regulation in Line of Law
- Digital Transformation: Implement Technology
- Digital Adoption in Business Sector

Dr. Asis Unyapath

MyMudah
- Government + Private Sector
- Cross Agencies Data
- Work with Evidence-Based Approach

Nadia Van Quyen

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

APEC 2022 Thailand

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

APEC 2022 Thailand
The Role of Digital Technology in Crisis and Recovery

- Inclusive Digital Infrastructure
- Digital Skills
- User Friendly: Moving policy to practice have to be easy

DIGITAL IS ECONOMY

- Stakeholder Engagement
- Agility: Outcome/Performance-Based Approach
- Interoperability: b.e. trade

- Innovation Services Require Thoughtful Approach
- Critical Question: What causes the issues? What's the impact?
- Behavioural Incentivise

Simulate Policy Objective
- Simplify Policy Objective
- Use Various Tools
- Define Parameter
- Trusted Measurement

Really Start "Using" Digital Technology to reset & move forward

Digital Policy Alert

Digital GRP

Enabling Digital Citizen Service: is all about PEOPLE

SIA

Dr. Jasmine Begum

Eunice Huang

Moderator: Narun Popattanachat
Conclusion: Implementing Lessons Learned and Insights from the GRP 15

- GRP help policymakers in decision making to achieve objectives
- Agile 
- Goverance
- Question on how we design domestic policy
- Responsive & Reactive Regulatory System
- Coordination across government agencies
- Openly discuss & review perspective
- Adaptability revisiting legacy procedures to move forward
- Opportunity to create new resources and blueprint for new generation
- Use technology to engage and resolve challenges
- RIA: Learn, Adapt, Response, React quickly
- Evidence-based approach
- Policy on citizen need with easy process
- Regulatory international cooperation
- Regulatory sandbox principles
- Policy communication made easy across agencies/stakeholders
- Collective understanding and sharing of information
- Public-private partnership
- High level commitment and support
- Meaningful & quality public participation and consultation

- Mark Steel, moderator
- Manuel Gerardo Fuent
- Harry Vines
- Renée Hancher
- Dr. Ferry Iraban
APEC 15th Conference on Good Regulatory Practice

**Opening Remarks**

- Mitigate Pandemic & Post COVID-19 Recovery
- GRP Tools
- Flexible for unprecedented circumstances
- Support Regulatory Decision
- GRP & IRC
- Used in response to mitigate the impact of pandemic
- Looking Back
- Looking Forward
- Could and should be reformed in response to similar crises or new emerging societal & economic paradigms

**Closing Remarks**

- "How Digital Technology Can Help Optimise GRP Tools and IRC"

**Visual Summary**

- 09.00 - 16.45 hr.
- with 6 sessions

**Highlights on**

- Regulatory Measures & Reforms for the use of Digital Tech
- GRP Processes for Economic Transformation [Swift, Resilient, Inclusive & Green Innovative Recovery]

**James Ding**